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When ephraim hanks accepts the 
invitation to bless another, What 
is the role of ephraim hanks?  
 
This question has been with me since my family attended 
the movie, Ephraim’s Rescue earlier this summer. The film 
depicts episodes in the life of Ephraim Hanks, a Mormon 
pioneer who participated in the rescue of individuals in a 
stranded handcart company and gained a fair reputation 
as one who possessed the gift of healing. Multiple times, 
Brother Hanks was present as miracles occurred – 
physical ailments disappeared as he brought life and 
vitality through his work. 

As a member of the West Main Ward, I began to 
wonder, are people currently stranded on the west main 
plains – unable, unsure, or uncertain how one would 
realize safety and peace? If I were determined to join a 
rescue effort, to minister to those stranded on the west 
main plains, what would be my role? 

The question of role is central in my thoughts. I 
continually ask if the work I am doing is the work I am 
supposed to be doing. What is my role as a learner and 
a teacher? What is my contribution? My invitation to 
you is to develop your own questions regarding your 
practice and allow the framework of doctrine, principle, 
and application to become active in your development of 
possible answers. 

So, back to Ephraim Hanks – the gifted pioneer. What 
is the role of Ephraim Hanks in the process of healing? 
Perhaps Ephraim is, himself, the healer. I assume many 
spoke of his work in that way. He, Bro. Hanks healed me. 
Is Ephraim the healer? Is it possible that Ephraim is the 
wordsmith? His role is to organize words in such way that 
healing follows. In this case, we would call on Bro. Hanks 
because he will know what to say and we can count on his 
presentation to be powerful. 

Maybe Ephraim is the keeper of the bottle. He 
remembers the words to consecrate oil and always 
carries a few drops on his person. Call Ephraim, they’d 
say. He has the tools that will heal you. Could it be that 
Ephraim’s role is to walk in faith and strict obedience? 
Through personal preparation he could offer a service of 
discernment and recognize a will beyond his own. What if 
Ephraim’s role was invitational? He could be a conduit to 
faithfully connect need and power. 

Just as I’ve wondered about the process of healing, I 
continually wonder about my role as a learner and teacher. 
I wonder if I am the teacher or the learner – the orator 
or the listener, the one to be prepared, to bring the tools, 
to invite needed change. As outlined by Elder Holland a 
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decade ago, I see a close relationship between teaching and 
healing. Elder Holland refers to Matthew’s New Testament 
account to demonstrate a connection as we come to 
recognize the Savior’s way. Referring to the work of Jesus 
Christ, Elder Holland invites us to consider the following:

“Now, the teaching and the preaching (of Christ) we 

know and would expect. But we may not be quite as 

prepared to see healing in the same way. Yet from 

this earliest beginning, from the first hour, healing is 

mentioned almost as if it were a synonym for teaching 

and preaching. At least there is a clear relationship 

among the three . . .As with the Master, wouldn’t it 

be wonderful to measure the success of our teaching 

by the healing that takes place in the lives of others?” 

(Jeffery R. Holland, Ensign, Jan 2003).

What then is my role as a 
learner and teacher? my hope 
is to illustrate portions of my 
personal journey to Wrestle  
With this question. a question  
i  see as having great Worth.

I am usually content to give thoughtless gifts. As 
“receiving gifts” is not my personal love language, I have 
a hard time seeing how it might be significant to others. 
So, I’m standing in Deseret Book, browsing, when I notice 
Elder Bednar’s likeness on a marketing video. I turn my 
attention to the screen and gradually recognize I am 
watching the DVD that attends Elder Bednar’s book, 
Increase in Learning. A couple of brief encounters with 
Elder Bednar as president of this university solidified my 
belief that I could learn from him, so I attended to the 
presentation. What happened next holds great significance 
in my learning journey, and given a favorable spirit, will 
hopefully illustrate the heart of my message. 

Just as i’ve wondered about the process of 
healing, i continually wonder about my role as  
a learner and teacher.

The DVD segment, playing on the screen, was from 
an open discussion with a group of young adults. The 
picture was of a classroom setting with Elder Bednar 
responding to participant questions. A young man 
in the audience stood and asked, “How can I use the 
framework of doctrines, principles, and applications in 
something as simple as home teaching?” Elder Bednar 
invited those assembled to use the framework to consider 
home teaching and led with a question about how we 
tend to “fix” home teaching in branches and wards. He 
then related examples of tools that might be applied to 
enhance home teaching and suggested, if we stop to think, 
“Most attempts to remedy home teaching are focused on 
different applications.” Elder Bednar then proceeded to 
explain that understanding doctrine and principles would 
be the key to change and posed a further question. “If I gave 
to each of you men a little piece of paper and said, jot down 
the doctrinal reason for home teaching and if you can think 
of some scriptures that go along with it, do that too, would 
we get the same answer from all of you brethren?”

you might consider accepting this 
invitation before reading further. 

Standing in Deseret Book that afternoon, I recognize 
something despicable in me. After approximately 30 years 
of doing home teaching, I couldn’t answer Elder Bednar’s 
question. I had a thought here and there – but I wasn’t 
confident I had a solid doctrinal understanding of the 
work I had diligently pursued for 30 years. That doesn’t 
mean I don’t report 100%. That means it didn’t matter if  
I reported or not because lives weren’t changing due to my 
effort. Healing was not frequent enough. 

On that day, standing in the book store, I saw things 
as they really are. Understanding became clear and 
obtainable and necessary. Doing home teaching was no 
longer sufficient – I would become a home teacher. Doing 
learning tasks was no longer sufficient – I would become  
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a learner. Playing school or teacher was no longer 
sufficient – I would become a teacher. Applications or 
tools or process steps simply would not suffice for a deep, 
abiding understanding of doctrine and principle that 
would guide my actions. 

hoW Would you invite a student to 
learn or love or serve or teach? 

Consider this example of the framework used to 
communicate a devotional address given by Bro. Gerald 
Price, a former employee of BYU-Idaho. These are 
my notes from his presentation. As you reflect on this 
example, consider what Elder Bednar wrote regarding the 
three elements of the framework: 

doctrine:  A gospel doctrine is a truth – a truth of 
salvation revealed by a loving Heavenly Father. Gospel 
doctrines are eternal, do not change, and pertain to the 
eternal progression and exaltation of Heavenly Father’s 
sons and daughters. 
principle:  A gospel principle is a doctrinally based 
guideline for the righteous exercise of moral agency. 
Principles are subsets or components of broader gospel 
truths. Principles provide direction.  
application:  Applications are the actual behaviors, 
action steps, practices, or procedures (we could easily add 
outcomes and process steps) by which gospel doctrines 
and principles are enacted in our lives. 

In his devotional address Bro. Price views Stewardship 
as a truth of salvation. Attending principles provide 
guidance for us to exercise our moral agency. What 
responsibility or availability actually look like – that is left 
to us, as it should be. We are all cast members, except this 
is not a pretend fairyland. As President Clark has proposed, 
it is a kingdom – and it is moving forward – and we have a 
role to play in learning and teaching. I am confident that a 
deep understanding of principles and doctrines will prepare 
us to accomplish our role more sufficiently. 

At BYU-Idaho, we have developed a learning model 
that contains five principles. Although the thrust of this 
conference was toward application of those principles, my 
position would be to turn the other way – to the doctrines 
that undergird the principles. As in Elder Bednar’s 
invitation with home teaching, I assume many of us might 
have trouble outlining the five principles of the BYU-
Idaho learning model without peeking – let alone having 
those principles and attending doctrines dwell deep in 
our hearts. I know, as I’ve reviewed these principles in the 
past months – I anticipate further growth in my ultimate 
understanding of their meaning. 

the pattern

• DOCTRiNE 

  ‧ Stewardship (personal / professional commitment)

• PRiNCiPLES 

  ‧ Love 

  ‧ Agency 

  ‧ Available 

  ‧ Responsibility 

  ‧ Accountability

• TOOLS

Gerald Price. BYU-Idaho Devotional. 26 July 2005.
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From the moment the learning model came to be – 
collectively, we have viewed the principles as – well,  
you tell me. 

We find the following quotation in a current description 
of the learning model on the BYU–Idaho website 
explaining innovative learning and teaching:

“This approach, called the Learning Model, is based on 
three key steps: Prepare, Teach One Another, and Ponder 
and Prove.” 

•	 Based on steps – like home teaching is based on a 

monthly visit? 

•	 Based on steps – like understanding is based on 

completing the assigned reading?

•	 Based on steps – like Christianity is based on going  

to church? 

•	 Based on steps – like teaching is based on presentation? 

•	 Based on steps – like agency is based on doing what you 

are told? 

I once had a brief conversation with a seminary / 
institute teacher. I asked him, “In the end, ultimately, what 
is it you want to see from your students – what would be 
their demonstration of learning?” What on this campus 
we would call an outcome. He answered, “Read the 
scriptures.” I pressed him further, “The desired result of 
your experience with your students is that they will read 
the scriptures?” “Yes,” he responded. 

Let’s be clear – it’s a learning model. Reading is an 
action – something one would do – hopefully to learn 
– to understand – to change – to repent – to grow – to 

build – to create – to become. I hope reading is part of a 
university experience. Reading and writing and thinking. 
I’m not suggesting it is unimportant, simply that it is 
insufficient. Quizzing me on my reading isn’t going to 
answer any significant question. What is the project from 
which reading the scriptures or any other significant text 
would follow? Invite them to the project and allow them to 
recognize reading as a necessary step. Let’s not be content 
to call the steps the learning just because steps are easy to 
measure and fit nicely into percentage points. 

The work of learning and teaching, accomplished 
through BYU-Idaho or anywhere, is not based on doing 
– on steps. Learning and teaching are based on eternal, 
unchanging truths of salvation. Which, I admit, I only 
sort of understand. This work is too precious to pretend – 
like I pretend to understand home teaching. 

Consider these words from Elder Holland. “Therefore, 
what?” I think that is what the Savior answered day in 
and day out as an inseparable element of His teaching and 
preaching. His sermons and exhortations were to no avail 
if the actual lives of His disciples did not change.

“Therefore, what?” You and i know that too many 

people have not made the connection between what 

they say they believe and how they actually live their 

lives. (Jeffery R. Holland, Ensign, Jan 2003).

These are the words of Elder Holland in an Ensign 
article from a decade ago, Teaching, Preaching and 
Healing. In an Ensign article this month, Elder Holland 
urges us to turn from ignorance – to repent of this sin of 
not knowing. The article reads:
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“What seems to me to be the supreme initial bond in 

our lives is simply not to know enough. Let me say with 

all the intensity i have that nothing will hurt you more 

than what you don’t know. i believe that we will be 

indicted for the resulting bondage that we incur and that 

we will serve some sentence in this life or the next for 

that which we fail to learn.” (Jeffrey R. Holland, Ensign, 

Sept. 2013, p. 20).

If a better way is available – and we choose not to seek 
it – if we are capable of leading from ignorance and we 
believe our current state is sufficient – what have we done? 

Some of you will recognize the name of John Dewey, a 
progressive educational reformer in the early 1900s. John 
Dewey was a proponent of doing. I trace portions of my 
own educational practice to the call of John Dewey to 
be active and engaged. The trouble with Dewey and his 
doing is it doesn’t matter much what doing is done. I have 
found doing without understanding to be shallow. I have 
found understanding, through principle and doctrine, to 
be a powerful influence toward righteous creation. Might 
I suggest, before we arrive at application perhaps we first 
dig to understand doctrine. 

Consider a couple of gems that reside in the original 
documents of the learning model. 

“Many in the secular world are often adrift and 

anchorless. Only an education which educates for 

eternity has the wholeness which humans need. When 

we separate learning from divine moral truth it quickly 

deteriorates into a restless, roving search for meaning 

and often drifts into a sensual selfishness.” (Edward L. 

Kimball in The Teachings of Spencer W. Kimball,  

1982, p. 387.) 

“A skilled teacher doesn’t think, ‘What shall i do in 

class today? but asks, ‘What will my students do in 

class today?’; not, ‘What will i teach today?’ But rather, 

‘How will i help my students discover what they need 

to know?’ The skilled teacher does not want students 

who leave the class talking about how magnificent and 

unusual the teacher is. This teacher wants students who 

leave talking about how magnificent the (subject) is.” 

(virginia Pearce, Ensign, November 1996, p. 12.) 

Now, I am likely speaking to an audience who gets it. It 
has been an interesting few days with the mixed messages 
of how great we are doing versus how far we must go. It 
may be true that the comments about changes needed 
were directed at me. I may be the one who has yet to fully 
understand things like:

•	 Eternal education

•	 How our disciplines come together to form a whole. 

•	 What is actually magnificent about Algebra – frankly, i’d 

be thrilled to have a student explain to me what Algebra 

is. Oh, they can do it – don’t worry about that. But do 

they know what it is? 

•	 i see a large cross section of our student body 

“teaching” public school students. i attest they are not 

yet clear what learning is. So, if you do have it figured 

out – please, teach them – and me. 

At first glance, the scripture Hebrews 6:1 is a bit 
confusing. With the assistance of footnotes however, 
much more useful. It reads, “Therefore, not leaving the 
principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto 
perfection.” 

Perfection becomes possible through the Atonement 
of Christ. Thereby, we might overcome weakness, 
shortcoming, ignorance, and hurt. The BYU-Idaho 
learning model is based in principles and truths of 
salvation. Let’s accept the model as our own. For us, as 
faculty. That we might receive the healing powers and 
position ourselves to lend the same. Learning must 
be rescued from an exercise of doing to a pattern of 
becoming. 

Without understanding, we are in the difficult spot of 
justifying current practice rather than transforming that 
practice. Learners and teachers alike must understand if 
I only do what I’m prodded to do – we haven’t yet come 
to understand. My journey became clear as I recognized 
the pattern – of repentance – that I needed to heed that I 
might gain ground on the path of perfection. 

What is the role of Ephraim Hanks? To realize 
perfection in ourselves and others. To create environments 
where that journey of healing can occur. My hope is not 
to be content with a third of the equation – the doing. My 
hope is to come to understand healing. To become a healer. 


